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In recent years much work has been done on a localization theory for 
noetherian rings. Links between prime ideals play a central role in this 
development. When a ring R is not commutative, it is rarely possible to 
localize R at a prime ideal P. Having a link between P and another prime 
ideal is an obstruction to localization. In this paper we will investigate the 
links between prime ideals in differential operator rings, showing that it is 
possible to localize these rings in a certain sense. 
Recall that a multiplicatively closed subset S of a ring R is a right Ore set 
if for all r in R and all s in S we have rS n sR # Qr. The set S is an Ore set 
if it is both a right and a left Ore set. It is always possible to construct a 
ring RF’ where the elements of S become units. However, if we insist on 
writing the elements of RF ’ as right fractions, rs ’ with r in R and s in S, 
then the set S must be a right Ore set [9, Sect. 12.11. 
Let P be a prime ideal of R, and let %7(P) = {r E R 1 r + P is regular in 
R/P). We say that P is a localizable prime ideal if the set U(P) is an Ore 
set. We will shortly give an example of a prime ideal which is not 
localizable, but first we introduce the differential operator ring. 
Let R be a ring, and let 6 be an additive map from R to itself. We call 6 a 
derivation if it satisfies the product rule; 6(ab)=@a) b+ad(b). The dif- 
ferential operatqr ring over R, denoted R[0; S], is a free left R-module with 
basis 1, 8, 13~ ,.... Thus every element of R[0; S] is a polynomial in 0 with 
coefficients from R. The addition in R[l?; S] is defined as usual for 
polynomials, but multiplication is extended from R by the rule Br = 
rtI + 6(r). The differential operator ring is an associative ring and is deter- 
mined up to isomorphism by an obvious universal property [9, Sect. 12.21. 
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EXAMPLE. Let R = C[x] be the polynomials with complex coefficients, 
and let 6 = x(d/dx). By this we mean that 6(f(x)) = xf’(x) for ally(x) in R. 
Let T= R[8; S]. Note that T is the universal enveloping algebra of the 
solvable 2-dimensional Lie algebra. Let P=xT+(B- 1) T and 
Q = XT + 8T. It is clear that T/P and T/Q are both isomorphic to the com- 
plex numbers. Hence P and Q are prime ideals of T and V(P) = T- P and 
V(Q) = T- Q. We will show that q(Q) is not a right Ore set, by showing 
that if S c V(Q) is a right Ore set, then SE V(P). 
We have that 8x = x0 + x, so that x0 = (0 - 1) x and an easy induction 
shows that x@= (0 - l)i x for i= 1, 2,.... It now follows that if s(0) E T, 
then xs(@=s(@-- 1) x. Note that XT= TX, so XT is an ideal of T. Let - 
denote the canonical map from T to T/XT. Since 6(R) G xR we get that 
T= T/xT=(R/xR)[B] r@[e]. It is now clear that P= (e- 1) @[@I and 
Q=eC[e]. Take s(e)ES&V(Q). Th en S(0) 4 Q, whence S(O) # 0. Since S 
is a right Ore set, xs,(8) = s(0) t,(e) for some si(e) E S and ti(0) E T. Since 
s(e)$xT, but s(e)t,(@ExT we must have that t1(f3)ExT= TX. Hence 
t,(@=t,(e)x. We now have that s,(8- 1)x=3(0) t,(e)x, and since Tis a 
domain s,(B - 1) = s(0) t,(e). From the observation above, 0 # S,(O) = 
S(l)f2(1), and thus S(l)#O. It follows that sit-P=V(P) and thus 
S&%?(P). 
It turns out that, in the above example, the prime ideals P and Q are 
linked (see Example 5.7, or [S, Example 1.31). We now define what it 
means for two prime ideals to be linked, and state a lemma which shows 
how links are an obstruction to localization. We refer the reader to [12] 
for a proof of the lemma, and to Jategaonkar’s memoir [ 131 for further 
information. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a right noetherian ring and let P and Q be prime 
ideals of R. We say that P is linked to Q, denoted P -+ Q, if there is an ideal 
I of R such that PQ E Zc P n Q and P n Q/I is torsion-free as a left R/P- 
module and as a right R/Q-module. A link from P to itself will be called a 
trivial link. The link graph of R is the directed graph whose vertices are the 
elements of Spec R, and there is a directed edge from P to Q if and only if 
P is linked to Q. The right clique of a prime Q, denoted &!o, is the smallest 
set of prime ideals which contains Q, and is such that if P2 is in Qe and 
P, + P,, then P, is in @2p. The left clique of Q, denoted o”, is the smallest 
set of prime ideals which contains Q, and is such that if P, is in ,& and 
P, -+ P,, then P, is in &2. The clique of Q, denoted “o or just Sz, is the 
connected component of the link graph that contains Q. 
LEMMA. Let R be a noetherian ring with prime ideals P and Q, and let 
S c 92(Q) be a right Ore set. If P is linked to Q, then SE V(P). 
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DEFINITION. For XsSpecR, let V(X)=r).E,(e(P). 
In view of the lemma, it is clear that if Q is a prime ideal of R and S is a 
right Ore set contained in U(Q), then S is contained in U(Q,). Thus if 
%?(&?o) is a right Ore set, then it is the largest right Ore set contained in 
g(Q). 
The purpose of this paper is to determine the link graph of a differential 
operator ring R[B; S], when R is a commutative noetherian ring contain- 
ing the rational numbers. We will also show that the set %(go) is always a 
right Ore set. Moreover, we will show how the link graph can be used to 
determine the structure of certain injective hulls. Some of these same 
questions have been studied for universal enveloping algebras (Brown in 
[6] and [7]), and for skew polynomial rings, R[x; o] where 0 is an 
automorphism (Poole in [ 171). 
In this paper all rings will have an identity, and all modules will be 
unitary. We will also assume that all multiplicatively closed sets contain the 
identity element of the ring. Modules will be considered to be right 
modules unless we specify otherwise. For a module M, we let E(M) (or 
E,(M) if it is necessary to specify the ring R) denote the injective hull of M. 
When we say “noetherian,” we mean right and left noetherian. Similarly for 
other properties like “ideal” and “Ore.” When we write A c B, we always 
mean that A is a proper subset of B. Let B be a subset of an R-module A. 
We let r(B) = (Y E RI Br = O> denote the right annihilator of B. If A is a left 
R-module, e(B) will denote the left annihilator of B. 
The elements of T= R[O; S] will usually be written asf(6), including the 
variable 0, while elements of R will be denoted as r. However, in some 
proofs we will drop the variable 0 in order to avoid very long expressions. 
Some of the material in this paper formed a part of my doctoral disser- 
tation at the University of Washington. I wish to thank my advisor, Robert 
B. Warfield, for suggesting these questions to me and for his advice and 
support during the writing of my thesis. I would also like to thank K. R. 
Goodearl and K. A. Brown for their helpful suggestions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be a ring, and let 6 be a derivation on R. If there is an element d of 
R such that 6(r) = dr - rd for all r in R we say that 6 is an inner derivation. 
An ideal Z of R satisfying 6(Z) E Z is called a b-ideal, and we say that R is 6- 
simple if 0 and R are the only d-ideals. Let Z be a b-ideal. We call Z a 6- 
prime ideal if Z # R, and for all d-ideals A and B of R with AB 5 Z, we have 
A G Z or BE Z. The following lemma lists some elementary facts about the 
differential operator ring. For a proof we refer the reader to [ 141. 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let R be a ring with a derivation 6, and let T= R[8; S]. 
(i) If I is a &ideal of R, then IT = TI, so IT is an ideal of T. 
(ii) If J is an ideal of T, then J n R is a o-ideal of R. 
(iii) If J is a prime ideal of T, then Jn R is a S-prime ideal of R. 
(iv) Zf I is a b-prime ideal of R, then IT is a prime ideal of T. 
(v) If 6 is an inner derivation, 6(r) = dr - rd for all r in R, then 
R[B; S] = R[x], where x = 8 - d. 
(vi) Let I be a o-ideal of R. Let T= T/IT and R = R/I and 6(r + 1) = 
6(r) + I. Then 6 is a derivation on R, and TE I[@; 61. 
It follows from (i) and (v) that if R[e; S] is to be a simple ring, then R 
has to be a S-simple ring, and 6 must not be an inner derivation. The 
following proposition states that these conditions are sufficient when R is a 
Q-algebra. A proof can be found in [lo, Theorem 3.21. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let R be a Q-algebra. R[$; S] is a simple ring ij” and 
only tf R is b-simple and 6 is not inner. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let R be a right noetherian ring containing the rational 
numbers. If P is a prime ideal of R[0; S], then R n P is a prime ideal of R. 
Remark. The proposition is proved in [ 11, Corolarry 1.41 or [3, 
Satz 4.21. We will use this result repeatedly, usually without referring to it. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let R be a ring with a derivation 6 and let T = 
R[9; S]. If S is a right Ore set in R, then S is a right Ore set in T. Moreover, 
6 extends uniquely to a derivation 6, on RS’, given by o,(rs-‘) = 
6(r) s-’ - rs’o(s) s-‘, and TS-’ % RS-‘[6; S,]. 
It is not difficult to prove the proposition by directly verifying the Ore 
condition. An indirect proof for the case when S consists of regular 
elements is given in [3, Satz 4.41. We will often use the proposition when R 
is a commutative ring, M is a prime ideal of R and-S = R - M. In this case 
we will let R,, T,, and 6, denote RS-‘, TS-‘, and 6,, respectively. 
We will now turn our attention to classifying the prime ideals of R[Q; S], 
when R is a commutative ring containing the rational numbers. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let R be a commutative Q-algebra, and let A4 be a maximal 
o-ideal of R. If MT is not a maximal ideal of R[8; S], then 6(R) EM. 
Proof Using Lemma 1.1 we have that TZ i?[0; 81 where T= T/MT 
and i? = R/M and 6(r + M) = 6(r) + M. By assumption T is not a simple 
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ring, but R is S-simple. Therefore S must be inner by Proposition 1.2. Since 
R is commutative we have that 6(R) E M. i 
LEMMA 1.6. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring containing the 
rational numbers. Let P and Q be prime ideals of T= R[8; S] such that 
PnR=QnR=M. If QcP, then Q=MTandd(R)zM. Moreover, ifM 
is a maximal ideal of R, then P = MT + p( f3) T for some p( 0) E T, and p( 0) E 
(R/M) [ e] is an irreducible polynomial. 
Proof. We localize R at the prime ideal M, producing T, z 
R,[B; S,], and Q,,,, c P,,,,. Thus M,T, is not a maximal ideal of T,. 
Since M, is a maximal ideal of R,, we can apply Lemma 1.5 to get that 
6,(R,) c M,. If rE R, then 6(r)E M,. Hence 6(r) s6M for some 
s E R - M, and thus 6(R) s M. 
Let T=TjMT and R=R/M. Then 7’=R[B] and Pni?=QnR=O. 
Since Q is properly contained in p, it follows that Q = 0 [ 15, Theorem 361. 
If M is a maximal ideal, then R is a field and P is a non-zero prime ideal in 
the principal ideal domain R[e]. 1 
2. AR-IDEALS AND AR-SEPARATED RINGS 
Much of the material in this section is known in greater generality than 
what we present here, see [ 1) and [2]. For the sake of completeness we 
include the proofs of the specific results needed. 
An ideal I in a ring R is said to be a right AR-ideal if for every right ideal 
K, there exists an integer n such that K n I” 5 KI. An ideal is an AR-ideal if 
it is both a left and a right AR-ideal. A ring R is a [right] AR-ring if every 
ideal of R is a [right] AR-ideal. A ring R is [right] AR-separated if for 
every pair of prime ideals P and Q such that P c Q, there exists an ideal I 
such that; P c I& Q and Z/P is a [right] AR-ideal in RIP. The following 
Proposition and its proof is extracted from [4, Theorem 1, p. 1961. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let I be an ideal of a ring R, and let 
R’=R@Ix@Z2x2@ ... @I”x”@ . . . . 
If R’ is a right noetherian ring, then I is a right AR-ideal. 
Proof If K is a right ideal of R, then 
K’=K@(KnI)x@(Knf)x*@ ... @(KnI”)x”@ ... 
is a right ideal of R’. Since R’ is right noetherian, K’ is finitely generated, 
and K’ can be generated by elements of the form; uixnCi), for i= 1, 2,..., m, 
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with ui E Kn Inci). Let N be the largest of the integers n(l), n(2),..., n(m). If 
n 2 N and u E Kn Z”, then UX” = CT! 1 u~x”%~ for some v1 ,..., v, E R’. We 
may assume that u, = aixnp”(‘) with a, E Z” ~ n(i). Hence uxn = [Cy!, uiai] x”, 
and thus 
Since the reverse inclusion is obvious, we have that Kn Z” = (Kn ZN) Z” N. 
Therefore 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring and Z an ideal of R. 
Then R’ = R @ Ix @ Z2x2 @ . . . @ Z”x” @ . . . is a noetherian ring. 
Proof: Since R is noetherian, Z is finitely generated. Let (m, ,..., mk > be 
a set of generators. Define a map from R[x, ,..., xk] to R’ by p(x, ,..., xk) H 
p(m, x,..., mkx). This is a ring homomorphism because R is commutative. It 
is clear that this map is onto. It follows that R’ is noetherian. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let T= R[O; S], where R is a commutative noetherian 
ring. Zf Z is a S-ideal of R, then IT is an AR-ideal of T. 
Proof: Let R’ be as above, and let 
T’= T@ZTx@Z2Tx2@ ..’ @Z”Tx”@ . . . . 
Extend 6 to R’ by letting 6(x) = 0. It is easy to verify that T’ E R’[O; S]. By 
Lemma 2.2, R’ is noetherian, so T is noetherian. It now follows from 
Proposition 2.1 that IT is an AR-ideal. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let R is a commutative noetherian ring containing the 
rational numbers. Then R[O; S] is an AR-separated ring. 
Proof: Let P c Q be prime ideals in T= R[tI; S]. There are two cases. 
First, assume P n R c Q n R. As we have seen, (Q n R) T is an AR-ideal. 
Thus ((Q n R) T+ P)/P is an AR-ideal in T/P [8, Corollary 11.51. Since 
PnRZQnR, we have that P#(QnR)T+P. The other case is when 
P n R = Q n R. By Lemma 1.6 we must have that P = (P n R) T and 
6(R)c Rn P. Thus T/Pr (R/Pn R)[e], so TJP is a commutative ring. 
Therefore Q/P is an AR-ideal in T/P. 1 
DEFINITION. Let P and Q be prime ideals in a noetherian ring R. We 
say that there is an ideal link from P to Q, if there are ideals A c B of R 
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such that PBS A, BQ E A and BfA is torsion-free both as a left RIP- 
module and as a right R/Q-module. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let R be an AR-separated noetherian ring and let P and Q 
be prime ideals of R such that P E Q. If there is an ideal link between P and 
Q, then P = Q. 
Proof Assume there is an ideal link from P to Q. Let Z be an ideal of R 
such that P E ZG Q and Z/P is a right AR-ideal in RIP. We prove that 
P= Z, thus showing that P= Q. There are ideals A c B such that 
2( B/A) = Q and [(B/A) = P. There is an integer n, such that 
(Z/P)“(B+ P/P)E (B+ P/P) n (Z/P)” E (B+ P/P)(Z/P) 
c (BZ+ P)/Pc (A + P)/P. 
It follows that (Z/P)“( B/A) = 0, and thus (Z/P)” = 0. Since P is a prime ideal 
P = I. The case when there is an ideal link from Q to P is proved similarly, 
using the fact that R is left AR-separated. 1 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of [20, Lemma 5 
and Theorem 61. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let R be a noetherian ring with nil radical N, and assume 
N is prime. Let P and Q be prime ideals of R. The following are equivalent. 
(i) V is an Ore set. 
(ii) Zf there is an ideal link from P to Q, then P = N or Q = N implies 
P=Q=N. 
Remark. If R is an AR-separated ring, then Lemma 2.5 shows that con- 
dition (ii) holds. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring, and let T = 
R[tI; S]. Zf I is a d-prime ideal of R, then IT is a localizable prime ideal of T. 
Proof Since IT is an AR-ideal we can apply [ 19, Proposition 2.11. 
Thus it is sufficient o show that ZT/Z”T is localizable in TjI”T for all n. The 
nil radical of T/YT is precisely ZTfI”T. Since T/PTE’ (R/Y)[& S], the ring 
T/I”T is AR-separated. We can thus use Theorem 2.6 to conclude that 
ZT/Z”T is localizable. 1 
In view of this theorem and the lemma in the introduction, an ideal of 
the form IT in T= R[& S], where Z is a S-ideal of R, has no nontrivial 
links. 
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LEMMA 2.8. Let P and Q be prime ideals in R, and suppose there is an 
ideal link from P to Q. Let I be a left AR-ideal with I c P. Then Is Q. 
Proof Let A c B be ideals of R such that &(B/A) = P, and h( B/A) = Q. 
There is an integer n such that BP g I” n B G IB s A. Thus I” s Q, and 
since Q is a prime ideal, ZC Q. 1 
LEMMA 2.9. Let S be a right Ore set in a prime right Goldie ring R. 
Either S consists of regular elements, or 0 E S. 
Proof Assume 0 $ S, and let Z= (r E R 1 rs = 0 for some s E S}. Using 
the right Ore condition it is easy to check that I is an ideal of R. In a prime 
ring any nonzero ideal is essential as a right ideal, and in a prime right 
Goldie ring any essential right ideal contains a regular element. Since I 
contains no regular elements, we conclude that I= 0. 1 
It is easy to prove the following lemma using Lemma 2.9. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let R be a prime right Goldie ring, and let S be a right Ore 
set of R such that 0 $ S. Let A4 be a torsion-free R-module. Then MS ’ is a 
torsion-free RS ~ ‘-module. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let P and Q be prime ideals in a noetherian ring R. Let S 
be a right Ore set disjoint from both P and Q. Then P is linked to Q if and 
only if PS 1 is linked to QS ‘. 
Proof The last lemma shows that if P -+ Q, then PS’ -+ QS’. Con- 
versely, let I be an ideal of RS’ such that PS’QS-’ c Zc PS’ n QS-’ 
and PSI n QS’/Z is torsion-free both as a right RS ‘/QS r-module and 
as a left RS’/PS- ‘-module. Let J= In R. Take x E PS’ n QS- ’ such 
that x$Z. Then x=ps-‘=qss’ for somepEP and qEQ and SES. Thus 
xs E P n Q. If xs E Z, then s E QS ’ which is impossible. Therefore xs 4 J and 
hence PQcJcPnQ. Take ucPnQ such that u#J, and take reR such 
that ur E J. Then r E QS-I, and thus rs E Q for some SE S. It follows from 
Lemma 2.9 that r E Q. To show that P n Q/J is torsion-free as a left R/P- 
module is similar. 1 
The last lemma enables us to make the following reduction when dealing 
with the differential operator ring T= R[0; S]. Let P and Q be two prime 
ideals of T. We know that P n R and Q n R are prime ideals of R. 
Moreover, if we assume that P is linked to Q, then P n R = Q n R = M by 
Lemma 2.8. Since R - M is an Ore set in T disjoint from both P and Q, we 
can localize the coefficient ring R at M, and thus without loss of generality 
assume that M is a maximal ideal of R. 
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3. LINKS BETWEEN MAXIMAL IDEALS IN R[l?;S] 
Let T= R[O; S], where R is a commutative noetherian ring. Let M be a 
maximal ideal of R such that 6(R) c M. Let P = MT+ p(O) T be a 
maximal ideal of T. In this section, we will find all prime ideals Q such that 
P is linked to Q. In the previous sections we showed that when R contains 
the rational numbers, the problem of computing links in R[O; S] can 
always be reduced to the situation described above. In this section, 
however, it will not be necessary in most cases to assume that R contains 
the rational numbers. If P is linked to Q, then by Lemma 2.8 Q n R = 
P n R = M. And since MT has no nontrivial links, Q must be of the form 
Q = MT+ q(8) T for some q(0) E T. 
We will use -to denote the natural map from R to R/M and also to 
denote the natural map from T to T/MT. Therefore T= T/MT and i? = 
R/M. By Lemma 1.6, TgR[O], and p(B) and q(O) are irreducible 
polynomials over the field 8. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P= MT+ p(0) T and Q=MT+q(8) T be distinct 
maximal ideals of R[6; S], where M = P n R = Q n R. Then 
(i) Pn Q = MT+ p(B) q(8) T. 
(ii) PQ = M2T+ p(B) MT+ Mq(B) T+ p(B) q(0) T. 
Proof Part (i) is immediate because P n Q = p(8) g(O) T. Let 
I= M2T+ p(8) MT+ Mq(8) T+ p(B) q(8) T. 
Note that ZG PQ. To prove the reverse inclusion, it suffices to show that 
for u,, v2 in MT, and t,, t2 in T we have 
It is therefore sufficient to show that elements of the form m&q(O) and 
p(B) rB”q(8), where m E M and r E R and n E N, belong to I. This follows 
from the communication rule 8”s = SF + Cr=, (7) 6’(s) en-’ and the fact 
that 6’(s) E M if i > 1. 1 
Remark. Let P and Q be as in Lemma 3.1. Note that iff(O)E R[& S] 
and Mf(e) E PQ, then (P n Q) f(O) E PQ (remember that MT= TM). 
Thus if P is linked to Q and if Mf(0) c PQ, then f(6) E h(P n Q/PQ) = Q. 
It will be necessary to introduce some more notation. We let * denote 
the natural map from R to R/M2, and also the natural map from T to 
TfM’T. Thus &t= MfM2, and MAT= MTfM2T, and we let ~8: $?+ i%? 
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denote the map 8(m + M2) = 6(m) + M2. It is clear that a is a vector space 
over R, and since 6(R) c M we get for FE i? and fi E I@ that 
&Ci) = 6(rm) + M* = 6(r) m + r&m) + M* = f&m). 
Thus s^ is a linear transformation on &. It turns out that the linear trans- 
formation 8 determinates completely, for a given prime P, all the prime 
ideals Q such that P is linked to Q. 
Let {&, ,..., fi,,} be a basis for &? over R. The matrix of s^ over R with 
respect o this basis is U= (uii) if and only if s^(Srj) =C;= 1 fiiuli. Thus we 
are letting n x n matrices act on column vectors on the left. We will let Z, 
denote the n x n identity matrix. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be an n x n matrix over a commutative ring R, and t 
an element of R. Then det(tZ, + A) = tr + det A for some r in R. 
Proof: Let f(x) be the characteristic polynomial of -A. Then f(x) = 
det(xZ,,+ A), so f(O)=det A. Thus f(x)-det A =xg(x) for some 
g(x) E R[x]. Let x = t and r = g(t). Then det(tZ, + A) = tr + det A. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let U be a matrix for 6 over R. Let P = MT+ p(e) T 
and Q = MT+ q(8) T be distinct maximal ideals of T= R[O; S], and assume 
P is linked to Q. Then det p(OZ, + U) E Q, or equivalently, q(e) divides 
det p(BZ, + U). 
Proof: Let m I ,,.., m, be elements of M such that G1 ,..., Gzj2, forms a basis 
for fi over i?, and such that U is the matrix of s^ relative to this basis. Let 
m = (k%, )..., ti,). From the equation em, = mj13 + 6(mj) we get that, &+zj = 
fije + S(tij) = hje + C;= 1 PFZiU~. It follows that em=me+mu= 
m(eZ,, + U). An easy induction shows that 0% = m(eZ, + U)“. Let f(0) = 
c;=O a,fZke T. Then 
f(e) h = f: iikekh = h i: iik(ezn + u)k = df(ez,, + u). 
k=O k=O 
It is clear that p(e) rfi + &q(e) is an n-tuple with all its coordinates in P2. 
By using the above equation, we get that 
p(e) h + hij(e) = h(p(ez, + u) + g(e) I,). 
Hence m(p(Z3Z,, + U)+q(O) Z,) is an n-tuple with all its coordinates 
in PAQ. For a matrix A, let A* denote the classical adjoint matrix, and 
recall that AA* = (det A) I,. Thus 
ww, + u) +4(e) zmw, + u) + q(e) 12 
= I% det(p(01, + u) + $0) I,) 
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Hence fii det@(8Z,,+ U)+q(8) I,,) is an element of P% for i= 1, 2,..., n. 
Therefore 2 det(p(81, + U) + q(8) Z,) c P^p. From the remark following 
Lemma 3.1, we get that det(p(dZ,, + U) + q(0) Z,) E Q. By Lemma 3.2, 
det(@(ez, + u) + q(e) z,) = g(e) u(e) + det p(ez,> + u) 
for some u(0) E T, whence det p(01, + U) E Q. 1 
Our next goal is to prove the converse of Proposition 3.3. We will show 
that if q(8) is an irreducible factor of det p(eZ, + U), then P = MT+ p(0) T 
is linked to Q = MT+ q(8) T. We will use the following lemma to show 
that two maximal ideals are linked. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let R be a noetherian ring, and let P and Q be maximal 
ideals of R such that RIP and R/Q are artinian. Zf there is a nonsplit exact 
sequence 
0 -R/Q A A L RIP-0 
of right R-modules, then P is linked to Q. 
Proof We will show that P n Q/PQ is torsion-free as a left R/P-module 
as well as a right R/Q-module. To prove this, it is sufficient, because R/P 
and R/Q are simple artinian rings, to show that a(P n Q/PQ) = Q and 
c!(P n Q/PQ) = P. Since P and Q are maximal ideals, the last statement 
holds if we simply show that PQ #P n Q. 
Let a E A and p E P. Then n(ap) = n(a) p = 0. Thus ap E Ker 7c = Im $, so 
$(b)=ap for some be T/Q. Let qEQ. Then apq= Ii/(b) q= Il/(bq)=O. 
Therefore APQ = 0. Suppose A(P n Q) = 0. Since P n Q annihilates both 
R/P and R/Q, we may consider the exact sequence as a sequence of right 
R/Pn Q-modules. Since R/P n Q is a semisimple artinian ring, the 
sequence must split, contradicting the assumption of the lemma. Hence 
A(PnQ)#O, and thus PQ#PnQ. m 
So far we have been assuming that P and Q are distinct maximal ideals. 
It is easy to see that a maximal ideal P = MT + p(8) T of T = R[0; S] is 
always linked to itself. To prove this it is enough to show that P # P2 (see 
the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.4). If P = P*, then 
and can therefore be written as p = p*t + up + pv + m, where u and v are in 
MT and m is in M*T and t is in T. Thus p( 1 - pt) E MT, which means that 
1 - pt E MT which is impossible. 
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To prove the converse of Proposition 3.3, we will work with the T- T 
bimodule i&= MT/M2T. Since A.6 is annihilated on both sides by M, 
M^r can be viewed as a 8[8]-bimodule. Even though R[O] is a com- 
mutative ring, the left and right actions of R[O] on fi are not the same. 
To see this let m E M. Then Ofi = Om + M2T= mf3 + 6(m) + M2T and G8 = 
mO+M*T. It is clear that 8fi =fitI only if 6(m)EM2. When we consider 
M^T as a R[B]-module, we will always mean the right action of R[O]. The 
left action of R[O] will be used to induce right module maps of A&. It is 
easy to see that &% is a free 8[#]-module with basis (G,,..., &,> (we 
mean the same basis as in Proposition 3.3, but now & = m + M’T). 
LE~\MMA 3.5. Let p(O) be an element of T, and let A, be the endomorphism 
of MT that has matrix p(eI,, + U) relative to the basis (r?~,,..., r+z,}. Then 
AJO( = p(B) C(O) for all C(O) in A&Y 
ProoJ: Let A be the endomorphism with matrix OZ, + U relative to the 
same basis. Let ej be an n-dimensional column vector with -1 in the jth 
entry and zeros elsewhere. Then A(rFzi) = Cl=, tiiFi(Q) if and only if 
(OZ, + U) ej = C;=, e,fi(0). Since (@Z, + (i) ei = ejO + C:=, e,uli, we have 
that 
A(Gzj) = tijO + f h+= tijie + &zj) = Olcl,. 
i= 1 
Let C(O) E Mr\T. Then C(O) = cj”= 1 fijioj(0) for some I?, E R[O], so 4(6(O)) = 
&j(O). Using induction 6n k, we get that Ak(B(B))= O’%(8). Let p(O)= 
C;=oti,Ok. Then A,=C;~=,ii~d~, whence A,(ti(O))=p(8)ti(fI). 1 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let p(B) be an element of T. Let UE Mat,,R be a 
matrix for 8, and let S(O) be an irreducible factor of det p(OZ,, + U). There 
exist polynomials El(O),..., g,(O) in R[fl] having the following properties: 
(1) ji(8) divides ii+,(@) and det p(BZ,,+ V)= g,(O)-e-g,(@). Thus 
every irredu;ible factor of dz ~(81, + U) divides g,,(O). 
(2) MTg,(O) c p(B) MT, and g,(O) divides any polynomial h(B) that 
has this property. 
Now assume p(O) is irreducible in R[O], and let P=MT+ p(B) T and 
Q=MT+q(B) T. 
(3) Let g,(e) be the first one of the polynomials j,(O),..., g,(e) such 
that q(8) divides j,(O). Then for i= k, k + l,..., n there exist distinct right 
ideals Ii and right T-module monomorphisms $i: TfQ + T/Ii such that: 
481/102!1-18 
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(i) M2TEZicP, 
(ii) Zi does not contain MT, 
(iii) Im I++~ = P/Z,. 
ProoJ Let A, be as in the previous lemma. Since Z?[B] is a principal 
ideal domain, there are bases (l;,(e) ,..., G,(O)} and {Cl(O) ,..., C,(O)} of A&, 
such that the matrix of A, relative to these bases is a diagonal matrix, D. 
Moreover, if the diagonal entries are S,(O),..., g,(O), then we may assume 
that gi(0) divides jji+ ,(O) for i= 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. In other words, p(OZ, + U) = 
ADB for some invertible matrices A and B in Mat,R[O]. Since A and B 
are invertible, det A and det B are units in R[O], so det A, det BE R. We 
may thus assume that det A = det B = 1, and hence det j$eZ, + U) = 
slv4.. . cm. 
From the above we have that A,(tii(e)) = t?,(O) S,(O). Thus 
Im A, = c,(e) g,(e) R[e] 0 .. 0 e,(e) g,(e) BEeI. 
By Lemma 3.5 Im A, = p(8) &. For every j, 
fij(e) g,(e) E o,(e) g,(e) R[e] E p(e) ii?. 
Since {Cl(e) ,..., C,(e)} is a basis for A&‘, it follows that &g,(B)E 
p(B) Mr\T. Let h(B) be such that k&((B)zp(B) AC%. In particular, 
6,(e)Zi(O)EIm A,. It follows that A(f3)=g,,(O)f((8) for somef((B)ER[e]. 
For i= k, k + l,..., n let gi = (T’j,, where J is relatively prime to 4. Let 
Zi=M2T+u,T+ ... +t~~,T+u;qT+o,+,T+ ... +u,T+pT. 
Define $:: T-+ T/Z, by $l(t)= uifjt+Zi. It is clear that MTc Ker II/:, and 
$j(q) = UiAfiq + Ij= uj(f;q-qfj) + Ui$fi+ Ii=0 + Ii 
Hence Q E Ker II/:. We will show that Ker $i = Q. Since Q is a maximal 
right ideal, it suffices to show that Ker 11/;# T. If uifi E Ii, then 
U,h,+ “. +Ui-Ihj-I+Ui(fj+qhj)+Uj+lhi+,+ ‘.. +U,h~=ph+t?l 
for some h 1 ,..., h,, h E T and m E M2T. From the last equation we have that 
ph E MT. Since MT is a completely prime ideal and p $ MT, we must have 
h E MT. Therefore, 
ti,iil + ... +tii~l~,_,+di(~~++qhi)+~;+lh,+l+ ... +ti,,h,~&k 
Recall that C1 S1 ,..., tY,g, is a basis for pk?‘, so fi + qhi = iit for some t E T. 
This is impossible since fi and 4 are relatively prime. Therefore Ker $ i = Q. 
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Thus J/I induces a monomorphism iji of right T-modules, iji : T/Q + T/Ii, 
where ~i(t+Q)=vifi+Zi. 
Ii does not contain MT, because Ii does not contain uifi. It is clear that 
Im $ic P/Ii. Let F,, r;! be such that fiJ, + @, = 1. Then tii(r, + Q) = 
uifir, + Ii = vi + Ii. Thus vi+ Zip Im $i for j= 1, 2 ,..., n. This shows that 
Im $i = P/Z,. 1 
THEOREM 3.7. Let R be a communtatiue noetherian ring and let T= 
R[B; S]. Let M be a maximal ideal of R such that 6(R) E M, and let U be a 
matrix for the linear transformation s^. Let P = MT + p(8) T be maximal 
ideal of T, and let Q be a prime ideal of T different from P. Then P is linked 
to itself, and P is linked to Q tf and only zf Q = MT + q(8) T and q( t3) is an 
irreducible factor of det p(BZ, + U). 
Proof The remarks following Lemma 3.4 show that P is linked to itself. 
It was shown in Proposition 3.3 that the conditions of this theorem are 
necessary for a link to exist. Let q(e) be an irreducible factor of 
det p(eZ,, + U), and let Q = MT + q(8) T. According to part 3 of the 
previous proposition, there is a right ideal Z (let Z= Z,) and a right T- 
module monomorphism II/: T/Q + TJZ such that the image of rc/ is P/I. Thus 
we get an exact sequence of right .T-modules; 
where n is the canonical map. 
Since M annihilates both T/P and T/Q, but does not annihilate T/I this 
sequence cannot split. We can thus use Lemma 3.4, and conclude that P is 
linked to Q. m 
LEMMA 3.8. Let F be a field and U an n x n matrix ouer F, with eigen- 
values A, ,..., A, in the algebraic closure of F. Let f(x) be a polynomial with 
coefficients in F. Then detf(xZ,+ U)=f(x+il,)...f(x+&,). 
Proof Because (AZ, - U) = ((x + A) Z, - (xl, + U)), 2 is an eigenvalue 
of U if and only if x + i is an eigenvalue of xl, + U. Therefore f(xZn + U) 
has eigenvalues f(x + Al),..., f(x + A,,), thus proving the lemma. 1 
Lemma 3.8 together with Theorem 3.7 show that if A is an eigenvalue of 
6, then MT+ p(8) T -+ MT+ p(B + 2) T. Also note that if zero is an eigen- 
value of 6, then p(e) is a divisor of det @(eZ,, + U). However, P = MT+ 
p(8) T is linked to itself regardless of whether zero is an eigenvalue or not. 
We will see the significance of having zero as an eigenvalue in Theorem 5.6. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring containing the 
rational numbers, and let T= R[e;S]. Let P=MT+p(e) Tbe a prime ideal 
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of T. Then P is linked only to itself, if and only if8 is a nilpotent linear trans- 
formation. 
Proof: Because of Lemma 2.11, we may assume that P and M are 
maximal ideals. If $ is nilpotent, all its eigenvalues are 0. Thus 
det p(BZ+ 6’) = ~(0)~. Conversely, if P is linked only to itself, then 
~(e+n,)...p(B+~,)=~(e)” where Ai,..., 1, are the eigenvalues of 6 in the 
algebraic closure of R. Let ai,..., a, be the roots of p(B) in the algebraic 
closure of R. Let A denote any one of the eigenvalues of $. Then tl, - i,..., 
urn - J. are also roots of p(0). Since p(0) is irreducible (and the charac- 
teristic of R is zero), the roots ofp(0) must be distinct. Thus there is a per- 
mutation 0 on { 1, 2,..., m} such that ui = +) - A. It is clear that for any 
l<k<m, a,=agkclj - kA. Since om( 1) = 1 we have that ml = 0. Thus 
A=O. 1 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring containing the 
rational numbers, and let T = R[e; S]. The connected components of the link 
graph of T are either singletons or they are infinite, 
Proof. Let P be a prime ideal of T. In view of Lemma 2.11 and the 
remark following it, we may assume that P= MT+ p(B) T and A4 is a 
maximal ideal of R such that 6(R) E M. Let A, ,..., A,, be the eigenvalues of & 
in the algebraic closure of R. If 1, = ... = A,, = 0, then the connected com- 
ponent containing P is just (PI. Thus we assume that one of the eigen- 
values is nonzero; say, 1, # 0. Define a sequence of polynomials; p,Je) = 
p(B + kE.,). ..p(tJ + k1,). Since P,J0) = det p(BI+ kU) where U is the matrix 
of 6, it is clear that Fk(e) is a polynomial over R. 
Let CI be a root of p(8) in the algebraic closure of i?. Then a - k2, is a 
root of F,Je). Since I, # 0, and since the characteristic of R is zero, 
u -.kl, #a-ml, if m # k. Therefore, the number of irreducible factors 
appearing in the polynomials F,(e),..., F,Je),... must be infinite. 
We will now show the following. Let m be any positive integer, and let 
q,,Je) be any irreducible factor of FJ0). Then there are irreducible 
polynomials qi(f?), i= 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, such that qi(e) divides F;(e), and if 
Qi=A4T+qi(0) T, then P-+Q, and Qi- Qi+, for i= l,..., m- 1. Since the 
number of irreducible polynomials occurring as factors of the polynomials 
I;;,(e) is infinite, and since both m and q,(O) are arbitrarily chosen, the 
above statement completes the proof. 
Fk,(O + A,). . . Fk;,(O +A,) = det F,Jel, + U), and thus is a polynomial with 
coefficients in R. Furthermore, since F,Jf?) = p(0 + kA,) ...p(O + k;l,) it is 
easy to see that Fkik+ ,(0) divides Pk;,(O +I, ). . . F,(e + A,,). We know that 
~,,JL?) divides F,,Je), and F,J0) divides ~~-,(8+~,)...~~-,(8+~,). Thus 
there is an irreducible factor gm _ ,(0) of Pm ~ ,(f3) such that qm(e) divides 
4m-1(8+~,)...4,~1(8+~,). It follows that Q,,_ i-+Q,. By repeating this 
process, we are able to construct qi(e),..., qmP2(0). 1 
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4. THE ORE CONDITION 
In this section we will show that if Q is a clique in a differential operator 
ring, R[Q; S], where R is a commutative noetherian ring containing the 
rational numbers, then %7(Q) is an Ore set. First we state two general 
results. The proof of the first proposition is identical to the proof of [ 19, 
Proposition 2.l(iv) 3 (i)], so we will not include the proof here. We will 
use the following notation. Let S be a subset of a ring R, and let J be an 
ideal of R. We let S/J denote the image of S in R/J under the canonical 
map. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let S he a multiplicatively closed subset of a right 
noetherian ring R. Let I be a right AR-ideal of R with the following property; 
tfs-rEI and sES, then rES. If S/I” is a right Ore set in R/I” for n= 
1, 2,..., then S is a right Ore set in R. 
The following proposition will allow us to simply verify that S/I is a 
right Ore set of R/I, instead of having to check this for all powers of I. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of a ring R. 
Let I be an ideal of R such that for all s in S there is s’ in S such that Is’ c 
sI + I’. If S/I is a right Ore set in R/I, then S/I” is a right Ore set of R/I” for 
n = 1, 2,.... 
Proof We first show by induction on n that for all s in S there is s’ in S 
such that I”s’~sl” + I”+‘. By assumption we have s1 in S such that Is, c 
sI + 12, and by the induction hypothesis there is s2 in S such that I’s, c 
s,I”+I”+‘.Lets’=s,.ThenI”+‘s~+,~Is,I”+1”+*~(sI+I~)~+In+~~ 
sr+‘+rf2. 
Let SE S and r E R. We must show that there is s, E S, r,, E R such 
that sr, - rs, E I”. By assumption this is true for n = 1. From what we 
proved above, there is s’ E S such that I”.+ G SP + P+ ‘. Thus if we 
assume sr, - rs, E I”, then (sr, - rs,,) s’ E sI” + I” + ‘. Hence s(rns’ - v) - 
r(sns’)EIn+‘. 1 
Let R be a clique in a differential operator ring, R[B; S]. The following 
lemma shows that when proving that %7(Q) is an Ore set we can assume 
that P n R is a maximal ideal for P in Sz. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let SG S, be multiplicatively closed sets of a ring R, and 
assume S is a right Ore set of R. If S,S’ is a right Ore set of RS’, then 
S, is a right Ore set of R. 
Proof Taker~Rands~S,.ThenrS,S’nRS’#@.Thusrs,t;’= 
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srI tF1 for some t,, t2 E S, r, E R and sr E S,. There is r3 E R and t3 E S such 
that t2r3= t1t3. Hence rs,t,=sr,r,. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Let R be a commutative ring with a derivation 6, and let M 
be a maximal ideal of R such that 6(R) EM. Let X be a set of maximal 
ideals of R[tI; S] such that P n R = M for all P in X. Then s(0) E +7(X) tf and 
only iffor all pi R[B; S] such that MT+ p(8) TE X, we have that p(0) 
does not divide S( 0). 
Proof The above condition is clearly necessary for s(0) to be a member 
of G??(X). The condition is also sufficient because every prime ideal of 
R[e; S] is completely prime [ 18, Corollary 2.61, so that +7(P) = T-P for 
all prime ideals of T = R[ 8; S]. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring with a 
derivation 6 and let M be a maximal ideal of R such that 6(R) E M. Let X be 
a set of maximal ideals of R[tI; S] such that Pn R = M for all P in X. 
Assume further that tf P is linked to Q and tf Q is in X, then P is in X. Then 
‘S(X) is a right Ore set in R[e; S]. 
Proof: We will let the ideal MT play the role of the ideal I in the first 
two propositions of this section. We know that MT is an AR-ideal. Let 
s - r E MT and s E g(X). If there is P E X and t E T such that rt E P, then 
st = (s - r) t + rt E P. Hence r E V(X). 
To show that Q?(X) is a right Ore set it is now sufficient to show that for 
all s(e)E%‘(X) there is s’(e)E@Y(X) such that MTs’(e)Gs(e)MT+M2T. 
Restating this with the notation of Section 3, we must show that 
&F’(B) C_ S(e) A.&. According to Proposition 3.6 we can find s’(0) E T such 
that S’(e) divides det S(eZ, + U) and &F’(B) E s(e) &. We must show 
that s’(e) E Q?(X). Let q(8) E T be such that MT + q( 0) TE X, and assume 
q(e) divides S’(e). Then 4(e) divides det S(t?Z, + U), and hence for some 
irreducible factor p(e) of F(e), the polynomial q(e) divides det p(BZ, + U). 
But then by Theorem 3.7 the ideal MT+ p(8) T is linked to MT+ q(8) T, 
and thus MT + p(8) TE X. This contradicts the assumption that 
s(e) E %?(X). Therefore by Lemma 4.4 s’(0) E U(X). 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring containing the 
rational numbers, and Q a prime ideal of R[e; S]. Let go be the right clique 
of Q. Then W(&?o) is a right Ore set of R[e; S], and is the maximal right 
Ore set contained in U(Q). 
Proof: This follows immediately from Proposition 4.5 and Lem- 
ma 4.3. 1 
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Since R is commutative, there is an anti-isomorphism 4 of R[0; 61 such 
that d(0) = -0 and d(r) = Y f or all r in R. It is clear that P is linked to Q if 
and only if 4(Q) is linked to d(P). Thus 4(g,) = {4(P) 1 P E ge} = +(e,$& 
and hence %(oq) is a left Ore set for all prime ideals Q of R[e; S]. 
Moreover, we get a left sided version of Proposition 4.5 which in turn gives 
the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring containing the 
rational numbers, and let Q be a clique in R[e; S]. Then C(sZ) is an Ore set 
in R[0; S]. 
5. MULTIPLICITIES 
In Section 3 we showed that a maximal ideal P of a differential operator 
ring T= R[e; S] is linked to a maximal ideal Q by producing an exact 
sequence 
O- T/Q, T/IA TIP- 0. 
The image of the map II/ is P/I, so P/I is annihilated by Q. We can thus 
think of the module T/Z as having a bottom part annihilated by Q, and a 
top part annihilated by P (after you factor out the bottom part P/Z, you get 
T/P). It is also easy to check that P/Z is an essential submodule of T/Z. 
Thus ET(T/Q) z ET(T/Z), and it is now clear that there is a connection 
between the structure of the injective module ET(T/Q) and the primes P 
that are linked to Q. 
We will follow [ 131, and describe how the multiplicity of a link between 
two prime ideals is defined. Let R be a noetherian ring, and let P and Q be 
prime ideals of R. Let U be a uniform right ideal of R/Q, and set E, = 
ER(U). Up to isomorphism, the injective module E, does not depend on 
the choice of the right ideal U, because any two right ideals in a prime 
noetherian ring are subisomorphic. Since U is uniform, E, is an indecom- 
posable module. 
In general, if E is an injective module over R, then there is a family { Ej 1 
i E Z} of mutually nonisomorphic indecomposable injective modules, and a 
family {cl; 1 i E Z> of nonzero cardinals such that E = @ is, Ei”l). This decom- 
position is unique up to a permutation of the set I [ 16, Proposition 2.71. 
We now apply this decomposition, and write E,(Eo/ann,,Q) = @ ie, Ej”), 
where the Els and the cxI)s are as above. We define the multiplicity of P in 
Q, or the multiplicity of the link between P and Q (denoted mult(P, Q)), to 
be the cardinal C(~ if E, 2 Ei for some i in I. If E, is not isomorphic to any 
of the Efs, then we set mult(P, Q) = 0. 
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The point of the discussion at the beginning of the section was to show 
that if P and Q are maximal ideals in a differential operator ring T= 
R[0; S], and P is linked to Q, then mult(P, Q) > 0. 
We will use the following lemma proved in [ 13, Lemma 6.11 to show 
that if P is linked to Q, then mult(P, Q) > 0. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Q be a prime ideal in a noetherian ring R, and let J and 
P be ideals of R such that PJ= 0 and JQ = 0. Further assume that J is a tor- 
sion-free right RJQ-module. Let F= annEQ J. Then (Eo/F) P = 0 and E,/F is 
isomorphic to Hom,(J, Eo). Moreover, an element d of R is a nonzero 
divisor on the right R-module E,/F tf and only tf d is a nonzero divisor on the 
left R-module J. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let P and Q be distinct prime ideals of a noetherian ring R. 
Then ann,,Q = ann,,QP. 
Proof: E, = ER( U) where U = U/Q is a uniform right ideal of R/Q. 
Take XE ann,,QP, so xQP= 0. Since P # Q we have that (P+ Q) n 
V(Q) # 0 and thus there is c E V(Q) n P. Hence xQc = 0. If XQ # 0, then 
xQ n U # 0 since E, is a uniform R-module. Thus there is u E u’, u $ Q 
such that UCE Q contradicting the choice of c. Therefore XE ann.,Q. 1 
Note that since QPc Pn Q G Q, Lemma 5.2 shows that ann,,Q = 
ann.,P n Q. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let P and Q be prime ideals in a noetherian ring R, and 
assume P is linked to Q. Then mult(P, Q) > 0. 
Proof. Since P -+ Q there is an ideal I such that PQ G I c P n Q, and 
P n Q/Z is torsion-free as a right R/Q-module and as a left R/P-module. By 
first factoring out Z, we may assume that Z= 0. We now apply Lemma 5.1 
with J= P n Q. By Lemma 5.2, F= ann,,J= ann,,Q. It is easy to check 
that Hom,( P n Q, E,) # 0; therefore E,/F # 0. Furthermore, since J = 
Pn Q is torsion-free as a left R/P-module, E,/F is torsion-free as a right 
R/P-module. Let M be a uniform submodule of E,/F. Then A4P= 0 
and M is torsion-free as an R/P-module. It follows that E, 2 E,(M). Thus 
mult(P, Q) > 0. 1 
For an AR-separated noetherian ring R, the converse of this Lemma 
holds [ 13, Lemma 6.31. The differential operator rings discussed in this 
paper are AR-separated. Thus if we know the multiplicities of the links, we 
will have precise information about the structure of E, for any prime 
ideal Q. Intuitively, the module E, can be thought of as being made up of 
layers. The first layer is ann,,Q. After we factor out ann,,Q the injective 
hull of the resulting module can be decomposed into a direct sum of 
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indecomposable injectives. Each injective in this decomposition is 
isomorphic to E, for some prime P linked to Q, and if P is linked to Q, 
then E, appears in the decomposition. Moreover, the multiplicity of the 
link between P and Q tells us how many copies of the module E, there are 
in the decomposition. 
The following lemma tells us that when computing the multiplicities of 
the links in a differential operator ring, we can reduce to the case of 
maximal ideals. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let R be a noetherian ring, Q a prime ideal and S a right 
Ore set of R disjoint from Q. Then E, = E,,-I. 
ProoJ: Let U be a uniform right ideal of R/Q, so that E, = ER( U). Let 
S= S/Q, and note that S is a right Ore set of R/Q consisting of regular 
elements (Lemma 2.9). Hence US- ’ is a uniform right ideal of (R/Q) S- ‘, 
and thus E,,-I = E,,. I( US-‘). It is now easy to see that U is an essential 
R-submodule of E,,-I. On the other hand, RS- ’ is a flat R-module, so 
E,,-I is an injective R-module. Hence E,,- I = E,. 1 
In [13, Theorem 6.121 a formula for the multiplicities is derived. It is 
fairly easy to prove this formula for our particular situation. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let R be a noetherian ring and let P and Q be 
maximal ideals of R, such that RIP and R/Q are division rings. Let V = 
P n Q/PQ and assume V is nonzero, and finite dimensional both as a left R/P 
vector space and as a right R/Q vector space. Let S = End V,;,, and let I be 
a minimal right ideal of S. Then mult(P, Q) = dim IRIP 
Proof. Let F= ann,,Q, and let A = {x E E, 1 XP c F}. Then mult( P, Q) 
is the dimension of A/F as a vector space over R/P. By applying 
Hom,( , E,) to the exact sequence 
0- V- R/PQ-+ RIPnQ- 0 
we get the exact sequence 
0 -+ Hom,(RIP n Q, Eg) -+ Hom,(R/PQ, EP) --t Hom,( V, Ee) -+ 0. 
The mapfHf(l + PQ) identifies Hom,(R/PQ, Eo) with A, and the map 
f t-+ f(1 + Pn Q) identifies Hom,(R/Pn Q, Ee) with F (the reason 
f (1 + P n Q) is a member of F is that F= arm,, P n Q). Thus A/F= 
Hom,( V, E,). If f E Hom,( V, E,), then Im f G F. Thus Hom,( V, EQ) = 
Hom,( V, F) = Horn& V, F). Since HomJ V, F) is a simple right S- 
module, and S is a simple artinian ring, Hom,( V, F) r Z, thus proving the 
proposition. 1 
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As before let T= R[O; 6) where R is a commutative noetherian ring. Let 
M be a maximal ideal of R such that 6(R) G M, and let P and Q be 
maximal ideals of T such that P is linked to Q and P n R = Q n R = M. Let 
V = P n Q/PQ. It is clear that T/P and T/Q are fields, and V is a left vector 
space over T/P and a right vector space over T/Q. It is also easy to see that 
T/P embeds into End V,, as left multiplications. Thus if Z is a minimal 
right ideal of End V,,, then Z can be considered as a right vector space 
over T/P. We will now apply Proposition 5.5, and show how mult(P, Q) 
can be computed from the information obtained in Section 3. Note that 
T/P and T/Q are both finite field extensions of the field R/M. Moreover, 
cu = UC for all c in R/M and u in V. Hence 
dim RIM V = dim VR,M = dim V,, [ T/Q : R/M] 
and 
dim RIM V = dim ZRIM = dim ZTIp[ TIP: RIM]. 
We now get the following result. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let T= R[e; S], where R is a commutative noetherian 
ring. Let M be a maximal ideal of R such that 6(R) E M. Let P = MT + 
p(B) T and Q = MT + q(0) T be maximal ideals of T, and let Ii be a matrix 
for 8. Write det ij(OZ, + U) = 2, . .’ g,,, where 2, ,..., g,, are the polynomials 
described in Proposition 3.6. Let k be the least integer i such that 4 divides g, 
(if 4 divides none of the g/s we let k = n + 1). Then 
if P#Q 
t 
n-k+2 if P=Q. 
Remark. Note that n-k + 1 is the number of different g;s the 
polynomial 4 divides. 
Proof: Let W= (MT+ pqT)/(M’T+ MqT+pMT+ pqT), and note 
that when P # Q, then V = W (Lemma 3.1). If P = Q, then 
V= P/P’= (MT+ pT)/(M*T+ MpT+ pMT+ p2T) 
and 
W= (MT+ p*T)/(M’T+ MpT+ pMT+ p2T). 
It is clear in this case that W is a subspace of V of codimension 1. Since 
[T/Q : RIM] = deg 4 and [TIP: RIM] = deg ~7, the above discussion 
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together with the remarks preceding this theorem show that it suffices to 
prove that dim W,, = n - k + 1. 
It is easy to see that W~i6?/~16?‘+ A&Yj. Recall that, with the 
notation of Proposition 3.6, 
AZ?= & tjiR[e] and /j&= & fi;g;R[8]. 
i= 1 ,=I 
Hence A&j = @jr=, SiqR[O] and 
e,qR[e] 0 Bi &R[d] = I 
C$jR[O] if 4 divides gi 
fiiR[tq if 4 does not divide gi. 
Therefore ij&+ A&j = @FL,’ C,R[Q] 0 @yZk Biqa[O]. The result is 
now clear. [ 
We conclude this section by computing the links, and the multiplicities 
of the links for a few concrete examples. 
EXAMPLES 5.7. Let F be a field of characteristic zero, and let R = F[x]. 
Let 6 be a nonzero derivation on R such that 6(F) = 0. Then 6 =f(x)(d/dx) 
for some nonzero f~ R. Let T= R[8; S], and let P be a nonzero prime 
ideal of T. Lemma 1.6 implies that P n R # 0. 
Since P n R is both a &ideal and a maximal ideal of R, we must have 
that P n R = gR where g is an irreducible factor off: Hence if P # gT, then 
P = gT + p(8) T for some p(8) in T. Since g divides f, we can write f = 
hg2 + rg for some h, r E R and deg r < deg g. With our previous notation 
M= gR and (r) is a matrix for s^. We have now completely determined the 
link graph of R[d; S]. 
(i) The zero ideal has no links. 
(ii) For each irreducible factor g off, the ideal gT is a prime ideal 
which is linked only to itself. 
(iii) For each of the prime ideals gT, where g is an irreducible factor 
off, there are infinitely many maximal ideals of the form P = gT + p(0) T 
containing gT. Each of these ideals are linked to themselves, and if g* 
divides A then these are the only links these ideals have. If g* does not 
divide f, then r # 0 and gT + p(B) T -+ gT+ q(8) T if and only if q(0) = 
P(@ + r). 
The above is a complete list of all the prime ideals of R[& S], and 
describes completely the link graph of R[& 61. It is clear that all of these 
links have multiplicity 1. 
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EXAMPLE 5.8. Let R= C[x, ,..., x,], and let 6 be a derivation on R. Let 
A4 be a maximal ideal of R, such that 6(R) c IV, and let P be a maximal 
ideal of T=R[e;6] such that PnR=M. Then M=(x,-c,)R+ ... + 
(x, - c,) R for some ci ,..., c, E C. Since R/ME C, we have that P = MT + 
(0 -a) T for some a E C. Clearly x - c, + M2,..., x - c, + M2 is a basis for 
&Z, so dim &f = n. Let A, ,..., A, be the distinct nonzero eigenvalues of 8, and 
let Qi = MT + (0 - a + A,) T. Then P is linked to Q if and only if Q = P or 
Q= Ql for some i. Moreover, mult(P, Qi) is the dimension of the 
eigenspace of Ai, and mult(P, P) is 1 plus the dimension of the kernel of s^. 
EXAMPLE 5.9. Let R = C[x, y], and let M= xR + yR. Let 6 = 
x(a/ax) + iy(a/dy). Then the eigenvalues of 8 are 1 and i. The maximal ideal 
MT + (0 + a) T, where a is a complex number, is linked to itself and the 
ideals MT+(e+a+ 1) Tand MT+(e+a+i) T. Let Q=MT+eT. Then 
&?o= {MT+(e+n+mi) TIn,m<Oandn,mEzj, 
&?= {MT+(e+n+mi) TIn,m>Oandn,mEJ!}. 
This is an example where the clique of a prime is not the union of its right 
and left cliques, because the clique of Q is {MT+ (6, + n + mi) TI n, m E .Y7}. 
EXAMPLE 5.10. Let R = R[x, y] and let M be a maximal ideal of R 
such that R/M? R. Let 6 be a derivation on R such that 6(R) E M, and 
assume the characteristic polynomial of s^ is irreducible over IR. Let U be a 
matrix for s^ and let ,f(x) = det(xZ+ U). Then ,f(x) is an irreducible 
polynomial over R, whence f(x) = (x + a)’ + h2 where a and h are real 
numbers and b is positive. Let T= R[e; S]. The maximal ideals of T whose 
intersection with R equals M, are of two types: 
P,=MT+(e+a) T and Qa,,j = MT+ ((d + a)’ + B’) T, 
where c( and /I are real numbers and B is positive. If P(0) = 0 + cx, then 
detp(BZ+U)=det((d+cc)Z+ U)=f(e+a)=(e+a+~)*+b~. 
Thus P, -+ Ql+u,b. Since det p(BZ+ U) is, in this case, an irreducible 
polynomial, it follows from Theorem 5.6 that mult(P,, Q, +a,b) = 2. If 
q(e) = (0 + cr)* + j12, then 
det p(8Z+ U) = det((B + c1+ i/l) I+ U) det((8 + tx - i/I) I+ U) 
=f(e+u+ip),f(e+ct-ifi) 
= ((e + a + a)* + (p + b)2)((8 + c( + a)’ + (p-b)*). 
Thus Qir,B-+Qa+u,8+b. If ’#b, then Qor,B-+Qa+u,8-h. If P=b, then 
Qa,b c-) Pa,,. It is clear that all these links have multiplicity 1. 
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